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School: Private

Homeroom: N/A

Check multiple boxes if the
teacher is required to teach
multiple subjects and/or if you
need a different teacher for each
different subject:

Arts

Name of school: Smart Fun Asia

Location: Bangkok

Working time: Part-time



/

Paste or write your ad here: THIS IS A PART-TIME POSITION. Applicants seeking full-time need not apply. Please
email your resume/CV as an attachment to Kyle@SmartFunAsia.com 
Job Duties: 
- Lead STEM-based LEGO activities for groups of children ranging from ages 4-12. 
- Work with manager during training and ongoing development 
- Provide feedback to parents & schools on student progress 
- Maintain an elevated level of professionalism and positivity when on site at partner
schools 
Requirements of an Instructor: 
- STRONG CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE WITH LARGE 
GROUPS OF YOUNG LEARNERS 
- Afternoon availability (1p - 5p) Monday - Friday 
Teaching time per day ranges from 45 minutes to 1 hour. Most schools run their after
school programs from 3-4pm. The 1-5p availability is due to the time it takes to prepare
the LEGO kit, get it to the school in time to set up the classroom, run the class, and return
home 
- Willingness to transport 30kg LEGO kit to/from partner school each session by car/taxi 
(Folding hand truck provided) 
- Willingness to store LEGO kit at home or other safe space when not in use (Boxes
stack 
easily, use less than 1 sqm of floor space) 
- Communicative and responsive to feedback and ongoing training 
- Minimum "Taxi Thai" level speaking ability unless using own car for transportation 
- Ability to pass Royal Thai Police fingerprint check shortly after hire 
- Ability to obtain police clearance from home country 
- Willingness to complete approximately 4 hours of unpaid training before starting classes
- Paid training/probation period of 30-60 days 
Perks/Benefits 
- Highly competitive pay (20,000-30,000 THB per fully-scheduled month) 
- Work only weekday afternoons 
- Fun / unique lessons that fly by 
- Free mornings, evenings, and weekends 
- Salary released bi-weekly 
- Detailed step by step build guides and helpful lesson plans to aid your teaching 
- Supportive management (Ongoing feedback/communication) 
- Comfortable / casual dress for classes (Company polo shirts are provided. Non-cargo, 
non-athletic shorts are OK. Shoes must be closed-toe) 
- Massive amounts of LEGO to create and play with in your free time
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